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Kennel cough This illness often results from a combination of viral and
medications for extended periods, according to Dr. Johnson. Keep canines
bacterial intruders in canine airways. If your dog has a dry, hacking cough,
away from bird coops and droppings, as these can be fungal breeding
grounds.
Parasites Parasites, such as heartworm and roundworms, may also cause
your dog to cough. These may be treated with dewormers, preventative pills
and topical medications that your vet can provide.
Foreign bodies Dogs can ingest a variety of substances and objects, like
sticks or foxtails, which can lead
to bouts
of coughing. These plants may
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lodge in the gums or rear of your dog's throat. If that happens, usually a vet's
help is needed to remove them.
Lung cancer Coughing can be a symptom of this type of cancer, but it is rare
in dogs. Nevertheless, it is good to have your veterinarian rule it out as a
possibility. Canine lung cancer frequently will metastasize, or spread, from a
tumor elsewhere in the body. If your vet suspects that your dog may have
this disease, you could be referred to an oncologist, who can provide more
specialized treatment.
Pneumonia This serious illness is marked by "soft" coughing, heavy
breathing and mucus. Pneumonia requires immediate attention, including
antibiotics and fluids.
Influenza A virus causes the flu, which is a relatively new disease in dogs. It
is a very contagious respiratory infection that in its mild form includes
coughing. In severe form, signs of pneumonia are present.
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